Welcome to NYBG’s floral design program!

Before the first day of the class, you will need to purchase the items listed below. If you already have a particular item on the list, no need to buy it again. You’re welcome to source the items from any online or local source, but I’ve also provided some example links from Amazon for most items.

- One pair floral clippers (like [these](#))
- A Compote vase, 8-9” wide x 4-5” deep; plastic is fine
- 3”-4”floral pin frog (like [this](#))
- Floral mesh/chicken wire (like [this](#). You’ll really only need enough to cover your compote vase, so if you have leftovers from another class or find smaller “sheets” of it, that should suffice.)
- ¼” clear floral tape (like [this](#))